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 The purpose of this study was to determine differences in the way a designer 

designs because of his or her cultural background.  For example, would a designer from 

the US design with the same components of design in mind as someone from another 

country?  The objective was not to explore the exact characteristics or components of 

design that are different in each country, but to state differences in the way designers 

design depending on their cultural background.  

A cross cultural study was conducted of undergraduate, advanced apparel design 

students from Oregon State University in the United States (with 16 students), Mokpo 

University in South Korea (with 20 students) and Fu Jen Catholic University in Taiwan 

(with 28 students).  After providing a power point presentation, which explained the 

traditional design and use of the Korean hanbok as well as a brief description on Korean 

female celebrities, students in each country were asked to illustrate a hanbok- influenced 

dress that could be worn by a Korean female celebrity who might wear it to show her 

own interest in the hanbok along with design inspiration statements.   

The collected illustrations were evaluated through content analysis of the 

silhouette and proportion such as the waist length, neckline, sleeve, skirt length, shirt 

fullness of the illustrated garments from each of the countries.  This was done by the 

researcher‟s observation of the explicit qualities seen on the dress with guidance from the 

bullet- pointed design inspiration statements.  A second content analysis was conducted 

on the design elements of the hanbok shown in the design element slides during the 

lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, barae, geumbak and colors, which are the 

different parts that make up the hanbok.  The data were then translated into descriptive 

statistics in the form of frequency counts and percentages.  These counts were used to 



determine if designers of each cultural group shared noticeable, common preferences for 

design characteristics.  

An analysis of the design styles and elements of these three groups revealed that 

there were differences in the ways designers design because of their cultural background.  

Differences were evident in the illustrations of the different cultural groups although it 

was not possible to draw conclusions on the reasons behind these differences.  As a 

designer, it is important to know who the target market is and know the exact qualities 

preferred by this group, not what the designer thinks this group wants or needs.  From 

this study it is apparent that the cultural background of the designer plays a crucial role in 

designing for products of that particular culture.  It would be preferable for companies 

marketing and launching products in other countries to use designers of that particular 

culture.  There appears to be an ingrained set of mind and history behind the designer of a 

certain culture that affect preference for design characteristics.   
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Designers from United States, Taiwan and South Korea develop hanbok inspired 

apparel: A cultural comparison of design elements 

 

CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 In a global economy with factors such as mass production and globalization of 

brands, there is an evident expansion in products that are marketed and used across 

cultures. Not only has there been a cross-cultural phenomenon in tangible products, there 

has also been cases with intangible products, like education.  As more students are 

studying abroad internationally, both instructors and students have been noticing a 

difference in preference in styles of learning.  As a Korean-American born in South 

Korea and mainly raised in the US, I have been heavily influenced by both cultures, in 

both my way of thinking and my behavior.  My ethnic background has led me to this 

interest in these cultural differences among people from different countries.  

 The purpose of this study was to determine differences in the way a designer 

designs because of his or her cultural background, due to many of the different 

environmental factors.  For example, would a designer from the US, design with the same 

components of design in mind as someone of another country?  There is a difference in 

the psychology of marketing among different countries; major companies acknowledge 

that in planning for global expansion, they must consider that the mindset and consumer 

behavior of people in other countries are inevitably going to be different from that of the 

original country (Urban & Hauser, 1993).  Although using a different marketing strategy 

for companies expanding in other countries is obvious, not many have experimented with 

the notion that the designers can also think differently across cultures.  Domestic 

designers may have a different frame of mind from that of foreign designers.  If 

companies accept that consumers are different, they must also understand that designers 

will be different in the way they think and design across cultures.     

 Culturally-related design processes and models that scholars have developed over 

the years in the field of textiles and apparel provide a framework for my argument.  Much 

research has been conducted on the symbolic interpretations of cultural dress after it has 

been made and worn, but there has not been a great extent of research done on the
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psychological design process of how the dress was made.  Cultural Authentication has 

been one attempt to analyze this design approach in the case of cultural contact.  Also, the 

closest design models created for designers in the body of literature in cross-cultural 

design are two models: Lamb and Kallel‟s FEA Consumer Needs Model (1994) and Lin‟s 

Cross Cultural Product Design Model (2007).  These two models provide a framework 

for studying the design process of culturally inspired products.  Both of these models will 

be crucial in determining the importance of cultural role from the designer‟s perspective. 

 This is also supported in apparel textbooks like Understanding Aesthetics for the 

Merchandising and Design Professional, where the differences in aesthetic preferences 

between Eastern and Western cultures are discussed (Fiore, 1997).  It delves into the 

notion that consumers and designers of one culture will have different aesthetic tastes 

from one another.  This book was also important in understanding the different elements 

that exist in clothing in order to determine what the differences in the use of elements 

may be between cultures. 

 

Purpose of Study 

 The purpose of this study was to determine if there is an inevitable difference in 

the way a designer designs because of his or her cultural background, due to the set, 

different environmental factors.  For example, would a designer from the US design with 

the same components of design in mind as someone of another country? 

 The objective was not to explore the exact characteristics or components of the 

design that are different in each country, but to state that there is an unavoidable mark of 

difference in the way designers design depending on their cultural background.  

 If this premise is supported, it would help companies to effectively hire the right 

designers to create designs that may better cater to the targeted customers in a specific 

country which can produce marketable results in product sales.  Furthermore, it would 

help educators in the design field to consider the differences in the way students design 

cross culturally. 

 

Research Question 

 Does the cultural background of a designer influence his or her perception/design 
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of an apparel product?  

 

Assumptions 

1. The advanced undergraduate apparel design students have the skills necessary to  

  adequately illustrate and design garments.  

2. The designs developed by undergraduate apparel design students represent designs,    

  which may be developed by any apparel designer. 

3. The translated Power Point presentations will be interpreted identically in  

  context by the three different groups of students. 

4. The oral presentation of the Power Point will not influence how the student    

  interprets the information. 

5. The country which the students attend school will represent the culture they are  

  labeled under. 

Definition of Terms 

Culture- “shared ideals, values and beliefs used by people in their interpretations, actions 

and experiences” (Fedorak, 2007, p.xxvii).  In other words, these interpretations, actions 

and experiences can reflect the shared ideals, values and beliefs of a cultural group.  In 

application to the field of apparel, culture can be seen as a reflection of the interpretations, 

actions and experiences in dress.  In this research, this term will refer particularly to 

country of origin where the designer attends school. 

Cross Cultural Comparison- In line with the definition of culture, cross cultural 

comparison can refer to a comparison of the similarities or differences in the way two or 

more cultures interpret and use dress.  Because each culture can have many different 

layers of shared ideals, values and beliefs that other cultures may not be able to 

accurately understand or relate to, scholars making cross cultural comparisons have had 

their own share of difficulties in interpreting and applying the obtained data universally 

across different cultures.  Although cross cultural comparisons have these limitations, 

past works in apparel and merchandising indicate that they are possible to make and 

indeed useful in uncovering relationships of dress between cultures in a variety of 

applications.   

Design- “Combination of components or elements into a cohesive whole” (Miller, 
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Campbell, Littrell & Travnicek, 2005, p. 55)  

Hanbok- A traditional Korean woman‟s dress that is often characterized by vibrant colors 

and simple lines 

Cultural Product Design- “A process of rethinking or reviewing cultural features and then 

redefining them in order to design a new product that can fit into society and can satisfy 

consumers culturally and aesthetically” (Ho et al., 1996).  

Cultural Apparel Product- In reference to the definition of cultural product design, 

“cultural apparel product” can be apparel that can fit into society and can satisfy 

consumers culturally and aesthetically by process of rethinking or reviewing cultural 

features and then redefining them. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

 Little research has been conducted on how designers think, or to explain how 

designers think differently across cultures. While many studies have been done on the 

symbolic interpretations of dresses after they have been made and worn, there has not 

been a great deal of research done on the psychological design process of how the dress 

was developed. With this in mind, there were limited, but supportive sources on design 

frameworks that considered culture to be an adequately significant factor to be included 

within the process or the model.  This chapter will describe some culturally-related 

design processes and models that are relevant and helpful for this study.  

 

Cultural Authentication 

 Cultural Authentication is “a process of assimilating an artifact, item, or idea 

external to a culture by accommodative change into a valued indigenous object or data,” 

a term defined by Eicher and Erekosima in 1980 in their article “Distinguishing Non-

Western from Western Dress” (Eicher & Erekosima, 1980, p.83).  Cultural authentication 

is a concept that has been found to be useful in interpreting the cultural diffusion of 

costume between western and non-western cultures, and also in the distinguishing of the 

two.  It explains the process of how the dress was adopted from the standpoint of ex post 

facto.   

 According to Eicher and Erekosima (1980), there are four levels or components of 

cultural authentication.  They are selection, characterization, incorporation and 

transformation respectively.  The first level, selection, is “when one foreign element or 

more of [the] dress is assimilated in form only, but use changes” (Eicher& Erekosima, 

1980, p.84).  For example, it is when the indigenous group adopts the western item 

(Arthur, 1997, p. 129). Characterization is the second level “when the element of dress is 

borrowed and not only use but the symbolic reference has changed” (Eicher& Erekosima, 

1980, p.84).  This is the stage when the item is symbolically appropriated by the culture, 

and may obtain its own name, signifying the importance of the cultural change in the 

dress (Arthur, 1997, p. 129).  Incorporation is the next level “when the elements are worn 
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by a specific group to identify them as a category” (Eicher& Erekosima, 1980, p.84).  

The item denotes categorical membership to a role or a group (Arthur, 1997, p. 129).  The 

final stage, transformation is “when the elements of dress are changed (as in creative 

ensembling) or as in creating new dress” (Eicher& Erekosima, 1980, p.84).  This stage is 

when the original form is recast and modified for cultural distinctiveness (Arthur, 1997, p. 

129).             

 As more scholars worked with the terminology and concept behind cultural 

authentication after its first introduced by Eicher and Erekosima , more definitions have 

been added and even corrected to the term in response to scholarly criticisms.  Although 

scholars agree that cultural authentication is a useful and valid concept, it has its missing 

pieces to the whole picture.  For example, Pannabecker, who even applied this concept in 

her studies and thought cultural authentication was a valid concept, observing that 

cultural authentication is “a means to provide a structure for the inquiry into and the 

interpretation of the transfer of cultural phenomena such as textiles and clothing,” she 

questioned whether the stage characterization was even necessary for her particular study 

of the historical development of Great Lakes Native American ribbon-work (Pannabecker, 

1988). 

 Mead and Pedersen (1995) found another setback in the concept.  While studying 

West African apparel textiles and West African- influenced apparel textiles, they found 

that while the level of selection was valid, the process of the other three steps varied 

across cultures (p.447).  Also, Arthur, while studying the historical development of the 

Hawaiian holoku using cultural authentication, realized that although she can identify the 

four steps of the process, these steps did not necessarily occur in a fixed order and that 

the order may vary by culture (Arthur, 1997).   

 On the whole, the term caused an array of confusion amongst scholars about the 

exact definition of this term.  There has been attempts to fix its meaning from “the 

creative transformation of borrowed artifacts by members of one culture from another 

when artifacts are configured or used in different ways than initially conceived” 

(Erekosima & Eicher,1994, p.116) to “the process of adaptation as a strategy of change or 

cultural authentication process (CAP)” (Eicher & Erekosima, 1995, p.145).  Despite these 

attempts, the idea of cultural authentication continues to raise questions and different 
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scholars use similar, but different definitions of the term by reinterpreting the meanings to 

fit their individual research studies or even going back to its original terminology from 

1980.  

 In my study, I choose to interpret cultural authentication as “the creative 

transformation of borrowed artifacts by members of one culture from another when 

artifacts are configure or used in different ways than initially conceived” defined by 

Eicher and Erekosima in 1994, instead of the most recent, “the process of adaptation as a 

strategy of change or cultural authentication process (CAP)” in 1995.  The logic behind 

my preference of the first definition is cultural authentication, even in the term itself, 

implies authenticating a culture by making it a group or society‟s own.  It is an adaptation 

that is made and altered because the needs of the other culture are different from that of 

the initial.  This process of cultural authentication is a good example of how designs from 

other countries need to be altered in order for it to be used in another country.  Thus, this 

concept basically implies that domestic designers know what is best for that particular 

country than a foreign designer would.  

 

FEA Consumer Needs Model 

Lamb and Kallal‟s FEA (Functional Expressive Aesthetic) Consumer Needs 

Model was created for apparel students to design garments for special needs (see Figure 

1).  This is a problem-solving approach that does not distinguish between functional 

apparel design and fashion design.  
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Figure 1.  The FEA (Functional Expressive Aesthetic) Consumer Needs Model. 

 

 The intended user, the target consumer is at the core of the model.  The target 

market consists of demographics and psychographics, which can help clarify user needs 

and wants “within the context of a use situation” (Lamb & Kallal, p. 43).  Culture is the 

encirclement of the target consumer, where it acts as the mediator or filter between the 

intended users of apparel and their requirements or desires for their apparel items.  This 

filter would dictate the acceptability and appropriateness of the design as the consumer‟s 

profile and needs would change according to different cultures.  Then, the next layer 

consists of the three criteria of design: functional, expressive and aesthetic.  Aesthetics 

refers to “the human desire for beauty,” which deal with elements like line, form, color, 

texture and pattern to create a design that is pleasing to the eye (43). Functional 

components for an apparel product refer to its utility, for example its ability to protect 

against different weather conditions and provide comfort and ease of movement. 

Expressive components include the “communicative, symbolic aspects of the dress,” 

which deals with inner messages that the dress articulates about the wearer (43).  They 

can include values, status, roles and self-esteem. These three components are not 

mutually exclusive, but are interrelated together to satisfy the needs and wants of the 

target consumer by creating a more effective design. Although the cultural filter is not 

explained in detail, nor is it given the amount of attention it deserves, this model also 

supports how culture is a vital aspect in designing for a consumer‟s perspective in mind.  

 

Cross Cultural Product Design Model 

 In the field of industrial design, Lin (2007) developed a Product Design Model as 

a design process used to design cultural products from a cross-cultural perspective.  The 

process involves three different features of design, including visceral, behavioral and 

reflective (see figure 2).  In order to use these three design features in a product, there are 

four steps of the cultural design process which are followed: investigation, interaction, 

development and implementation.  First, investigation occurs when defining the standards 

for the two different traditional cultural wear.  Next is the identification or interaction 

stage, where content analysis is used, looking into picture sources and identifying key 

elements that define visceral, behavioral and reflective design.   
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Culture Layers

Physical/ Material

Daily related object and 

tool

Social/ Behavior

Human related ritual and 

custom

Spiritual/Ideal

Emotion reflected art and 

religion

Outer

“Tangible” level

Mid

“Behavioral” level

Inner

“Intangible” level

Visceral Design

Appearance, form, color, 

line, texture, pattern, detail

Behavioral Design

Function, usability, 

operation, safety, user 

pleasure

Reflective Design

Self image, affection, 

cultural feature

Culture Levels Design Features

  
Figure 2.  Three layers and levels of cultural objects and design features.   

 

 Visceral design is at its physical surface level.  The observer can clearly notice 

that a cultural design feature is applied in another culture‟s product.  One example is 

Korean alphabet used in western dress (see figure 3).   

 

 
Figure 3.  Korean alphabet influenced western dress.

1
 

 

 Behavioral Design refers to its functional usability.  When a designer creates 

something at this level, she is trying to change how the product is used.  For example, a 

                                            
1
 Korean alphabet. (2006). Retrieved February 20, 2009, from http://english.chosun.com/media/photo 

/news/200610/200610190006_00.jpg 

Copyright Free. 
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sneaker with heels would change this sneaker at its functional level; this design does not 

function as a sneaker anymore, but also does not fit in the category of dress shoes; it 

needs a category of its own (see figure 4).   

 
Figure 4.  Stiletto Sneakers from Nike™.

2
 

 

 Reflective design is at its intangible level where the design cannot be understood 

by anyone else but the designer herself because it delves into her core mindset.  An 

example is the use of red in traditional Chinese dress.  When a westerner observes this 

dress, it is just a regular dress that may even hold a color connotation of promiscuity.  

However, when a Chinese audience is looking at this dress, it is undeniably a traditional 

wedding dress (Figure 5).     

 

 
Figure 5.  Chinese woman in her traditional wedding dress.

3
 

                                            
2
 Nike high heel stilettos. (2009). Retrieved February 20, 2009, from http://www.damnfly.com/syssite 

/home/shop/1/pictures/productsimg/big/15246.jpg  

Copyright Free 
3
 Traditional Chinese wedding performance in China. (2005). Retrieved February 20, 2009, from htt 

p://english.people.com.cn/200510/08/images/1007_C89.jpg 

Copyright Free 
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 After the designer has an idea of what features to look at in her design taking into 

consideration her target markets, the designer would move onto the development stage, 

brainstorming her ideas to develop her design based on these three levels of design.  

Finally, she would implement what she observed and planned through, and come up with 

a design that involves all stages. 

 The design process has the ability to identify the product and put meaning into 

them; it also allows the designer to reflect on that design and implement it.  It is a process 

appropriately applied from industrial design, which can also serve as a standardized 

scientific procedure for apparel design processes.  This is another design model that will 

support my research, because it highlights specifically about how cultural products need 

to be designed from a cross-cultural perspective.  It shows the appropriateness in drawing 

the design elements from the original culture and thinking of ways to alter it in order to 

cater to the target market of another culture.  However, this whole design process 

revolves around the fact that designers of one cultural background can without a doubt, 

design for other cultural backgrounds as long as the information about the other culture is 

available.  Also, even though the visceral and the behavioral components of the design 

can be determined by the design of a particular culture, she cannot expect the consumer 

of another culture to take in the same interpretation of the reflective design that she has 

incorporated in her product.  It can be argued that only the designer of that particular 

culture can effectively design for that particular cultural market.  

 

Cross-cultural Aesthetic Preferences 

 Culture is important in explaining the differences in the way a dress is perceived 

among different groups.  Culture can explain for not only the different aesthetic 

preferences, but also for the distinct design approaches amongst different groups.  

Although personality is an important factor, these behaviors can exist because of an 

individual‟s cultural influences.  For example, there can be a definite set of group 

similarities in preferences and aesthetic tastes because of a group‟s set environmental 

factors such as education, media, weather climate, and way of life.  Because these 

cultural preferences are apparent to many scholars, there have been some works done on 

cross-cultural comparisons on the different aesthetic preferences among different cultural 
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groups. These works were initially done because of the researchers‟ curiosity that arose in 

observing the differences in aesthetic preferences that different cultural groups 

encountered when coming into contact with another.   

 One section of Fiore‟s book Understanding Aesthetics for the Merchandising and 

Design Professional, discusses how there are differences in aesthetic preferences between 

Eastern and Western cultures.  To be more elaborate, she lists about three different types 

of aesthetic experiences, which is a “sensitive selection or appreciation of formal, 

expressive, or symbolic qualities of the product or environment, providing non-

instrumental benefits that result in pleasure or satisfaction” (1997, p. 3).  Formal qualities 

are the “perceivable features of the structural composition of the object or environment” 

(1997, p. 3-10).  In apparel, these qualities would be color, texture, line, shape, balance, 

rhythm, and proportion.  Expressive qualities are both inherent or learned emotions that 

designers evoke in their dresses and emotions that the consumers sense from the dress.  

Symbolic qualities address the meaning that the dress holds.      

 Fiore uses these three qualities to compare the aesthetic preferences of different 

cultural groups.  She states that while “Western cultures believe that aesthetic object 

provides the internal feelings and thoughts creating the aesthetic experience, the Eastern 

cultures see the aesthetic object as a means to quiet self-reflection of inner feelings and 

thoughts” (1997, p.83).  She also mentions that the formal aspects for US consumers and 

symbolic qualities for Eastern consumers like Koreans are most important in aesthetic 

evaluation (p.86). To assume that there is one quality more preferred by Western and 

Eastern cultures may be questionable with scholarly support from just one paper written 

on the symbolic motifs of a Korean silk textile; it cannot be generalized for the aesthetic 

preferences of the whole Korean or Eastern population.  Although the information is 

fairly generalized, it captures the essence of the difference that exists in the aesthetic 

meaning and preferences among different cultural groups.   

 With factors such as mass production and globalization of brands, there is an 

evident expansion in products that are marketed and used across cultures.  There was 

research done by DeLong, Koh, Nelson and Ingvoldstad (1998), comparing the 

perception of meaning in jeans of students in Korea and the United States.  A total of 783 

students in Korea and the U.S between ages 18 and 24 who wore jeans three times a week 
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were asked in a series of questionnaires about their meaning of dress.  The result was that 

Korean students thought jeans symbolized a participation in youth/student culture within 

contemporary Korean society while U.S students as a whole thought of jeans as a 

representation of the American culture (DeLong, p.116).  This research supports that 

there is a need for consideration of cultural context when developing and producing 

products in other countries because there is a difference in perception of what a certain 

product can mean to consumers in different cultures.  It taps into the fact that because of 

the different factors in backgrounds that exist among cultures, there is also a different 

psychological meaning associated with dress among consumers in different cultures.  A 

designer of a certain culture would already have the same psyche as the consumers of this 

culture, while a foreign designer would have a different mindset. 

 Cross- cultural phenomenon does not only exist in business, but also in other 

areas such as education.  As more students are studying abroad internationally, both 

instructors and students have been noticing a difference in preference in styles of learning. 

Caldwell, Workman, Lee and Khoza (2005) have observed and researched this 

phenomenon in “An Analysis of Cross Cultural Differences in Perceptual Modality 

Preferences of Fashion Design and Merchandising Students from South Korea, 

Swaziland, and the United States.”  They examined the modality preferences of students 

from South Korea, Swaziland and the United States in fashion design and merchandising 

majors.  There are seven ways by which information is obtained through
 
the senses 

(perceptual modality elements): print, interactive, visual, haptic,
 
kinesthetic, olfactory, 

and aural.  From surveying 151 students from South Korea, 116 from Swaziland and 184 

from the United States, they were able to find that while Swazi students indicated the 

strongest preference of print modality, Korean and U.S students shared a common 

preference for interactive, visual and kinesthetic modalities.  Research also indicated that 

perceptual modality preferences
 

are influenced by cultural differences in family 

socialization,
 
language, educational experiences, traditions, values, and beliefs.  Results 

of this study also support that there is a difference in learning style that shapes the taste of 

one‟s preferences in perceptual modality among the different cultural groups.  

Analogically, if both the designer and the consumers have the same educational 

background of that particular culture, their mindsets are more likely to be similar than a 
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designer and consumer of different cultures.  

 

Summary 

 This study is to determine whether a cultural background of a designer influences 

his or her perceptions/design of a cultural apparel product.  Studies supporting the 

significance of cultural background in the creation of a dress have been reviewed and 

discussed.  Cultural Authentication indicated a necessary transformation of a dress when 

adapted and worn by another cultural group besides it own.  The FEA (functional, 

expressive and aesthetic) Consumer Needs model stated the need for a cultural filter 

when designing for a consumer of a specific culture.  The Cross Cultural Product Design 

Model was made especially for industrial products that need to be cross culturally 

designed.  Lastly, differences in educational background and psychological perceptions of 

a culture that need to be considered when catering to a consumer of another culture were 

observed.  

 Based on the review of literature and the influence which a designer‟s culture may 

play in his or her design process, the following conceptual framework was developed to 

lead this study. 

 The FEA model does not discuss about any possible bias or factors that may come 

from the designer. The model does have culture as a filter for determining the functional, 

expressive and aesthetics of the clothing for consumers. It is only logical that the 

designers also have a cultural filter of their own which will affect the outcome of the 

product.  Thus, in this modified model, I would suggest looking at the model with the 

perspective of the designer in mind, that an outer layer of designer‟s culture should be 

applied.  
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Figure 6.  Adding culture in the outer layer of The FEA (Functional Expressive Aesthetic) 

Consumer Needs Model. 

 

From the FEA model and Cross- Cultural Product Design model, I have used the 

three levels of design: tangible (aesthetics), behavioral (functional) and intangible 

(expressive).  However, both models are concentrated only on the consumer‟s cultural 

factors that will affect the design, but I also want to bring in the designer‟s cultural 

factors that will also affect the final design.  Thus, I have also added the components of 

both of the designer‟s and the consumer‟s perspectives to my Designer/consumer Cultural 

Perspective Model (see figure 6) I proposed that the designer will establish and have 

control over the tangible and behavioral aspects of the design, while the consumers will 

have active control over the intangible aspects.  The role of the designer is to develop a 

design with aesthetic and functional characteristics pleasing to the consumer, but the 

consumer will ultimately decide if the characteristics satisfy the intangible or expressive 

needs which they desired. 
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Figure 7.  Proposed Designer/Consumer Cultural Perspective Model. 

 

The Designer/Consumer Cultural Perspective Model emphasizes the importance 

of acknowledging cultural background as a crucial factor in design (see figure 7).  When 

the cultural background of the designer is different from the consumer‟s, the final product 

may not align with the consumer‟s taste. If the designer can understand the needs of the 

consumer better, he or she is able to design something that is better fit for the consumer‟s 

preference.  Thus, the designer‟s culture and the consumer‟s culture need to collaborate 

and meet in order for the consumer preference to be satisfied. 

 There are three levels of design: tangible, behavioral and intangible.  While the 

designers use these levels in their designs, the consumers also actively look for and 

experience these three levels in the design.  Again, when these three levels of design 

match both the designer and the consumer, consumer preferences are met.   

 Active tangible and behavioral components are bolded for designer‟s culture, and 

active intangible is bolded for the consumer‟s culture.  This is because the designers are 

the ones who have control over determining the tangible and behavioral components, but 

they do not have control over how the consumers will intangibly perceive it.  Consumer 

preference is where all three levels come together for the final assessment of the inactive 

three levels by the consumer. 

 

 

 

Designer/Consumer Cultural 
Perspective Model

Tangible
Behavioral
Intangible

Tangible
Behavioral
Intangible

Tangible
Behavioral
Intangible

Active ActiveInactive
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Korean Hanbok 

Using the hanbok as the tool of cultural inspiration for the students in the study 

would allow me to make a comparison of the three different levels of cultural knowledge 

that exist among these three groups: Koreans who already have a deep knowledge of their 

traditional dress, Taiwanese students who have some knowledge of the Korean traditional 

dress because of the popularity of Korean soap operas with actors and actresses shown in 

the hanbok, and American students who have barely any or no exposure of the hanbok, 

since it is not as globally and prevalently renowned like the Japanese kimono.  There may 

be some factors that may be noticeable because of these three levels of cultural 

knowledge.  

 Hanbok is a traditional dress that is often characterized by vibrant colors and 

simple lines without pockets.  Although the dress has taken many different forms within 

the last 5000 years, the traditional dress that Koreans know of and referred to today is 

from the gradual change during the Chosun Period (1392-1910). Just until the 1880s, 

every Korean was wearing the traditional hanbok, and it was exceptionally rare to see 

anyone in westernized dresses.  Under Japan‟s colonization between the years, 1880-1910, 

western culture which influenced Japan, also started penetrating into Korea. Since then, 

Koreans have slowly over one century transformed into a westernized society and even 

more rapidly after the industrial boom in the 1970s.  The number of hanbok wearers has 

declined over the years until its only use now is for ceremonies and rituals. 

 

Traditional Hanbok 

 The traditional Korean Hanbok has one use: for special occasions like Korean 

national holidays or on special occasions like weddings and formal gatherings.  Although 

the hanbok is not used for daily wear, Koreans have realized the need for transforming 

some of the design components of the dress for the sake of comfort.  However, while the 

form continues to change in its physical form, hanbok‟s meaning and symbolism has not 

been hindered with its rich history of 5000 years of history, still being used for 

performance and nationalist identity (Niessen et al, p. 120).  As Niessen, Leshkowich and 

Jones in Re-orienting Fashion explain it, the “new” hanbok‟s major selling points are its 

comfort and convenience, but it still has the “capacity for reawakening Korea‟s national 
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pride.”   

 The four influences that affect present day hanbok are the beauty of tradition, 

beauty of nature, Korean persona and evil eye from ancient Oriental thought.  Korean 

dress reflects traditional values and cultural ideals in its modesty of exposure, its 

distinction of dress among different classes and its color combinations that have been 

associated with appropriateness. Koreans also have incorporated their agricultural origins 

in their dress with motifs that represent the nature; the nature patterns and curved lines in 

the dress are such examples.  Dresses were also made according to the different personas 

Koreans revered.  For example, scholars, the virtuous, the wise and the famous were all 

role models, who also had to dress according to their expected role in society (Niessen et 

al, p. 64).  Another example of dressing according to one‟s role is the narrow shoulders in 

chogore (top) which reflects the characteristic of a beautiful woman.  Lastly, certain 

strong colors like red were believed to have intimidated the evil spirits.  For example, 

because it was believed that young women were the most vulnerable to the evil eye, these 

women wore colorful dresses and even wore red dots on their cheeks and foreheads to 

avoid the evil spirits. 

 Since I am interested in using only the female hanbok for my research, I will only 

provide details of the female dress, which is composed of shapes originally cut from 

rectangular pieces of fabric.  It has two main pieces: the chima (skirt) (figure 8) fully 

covering the lower torso and legs, and the chogore (top) covering from the upper torso to 

the neck.   

 

The details are best described on account from Geum and Delong (1992) on chima (skirt). 

 

The chima, made of three widths of fabric, is gathered onto a 2 1/2” wide band.  It 

wraps tightly around the body directly under the arms and above the breasts, beginning 

with the center of the skirt at the front and overlapping in the back to open on the left 

side of the wearer. The tie band is then brought around and secured tightly in a front 

knot to fasten the skirt.  The silhouette forms a curve shape as the chima billows 

outward from the body.   
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Figure 8.  Sketch of skirt or chima. 

 

The details from Geum and Delong (1992) on chogore (top). 

 

The chogore, which covers the upper torso, is then positioned over the chima.  The 

chogore is v-neck and overlaps to tie on the wearer’s right side, creating an 

asymmetrical line. 

 

Detail of the chogore (top) piece can be seen in the figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Details of the components of chogore.  

 

Some accessories to the hanbok also include the norigae, a tasseled or fringed 

ornament that hangs together with the skirt band and otgoreum (tie band).  Special white 

socks called buson also accompany the skirt with its gentle curves.  Shoes or slippers 

called komusin (see figure 11) are also worn over the buson (see figure 10) and repeated 

in the same curved shape.  A headdress compliments the female costume, even though it 

is no longer worn in present day with a tied secured knot for married woman and braids 

for unmarried women.  In cold weathers or formal occasions, a long coat, turumage, was 

worn.    
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Figure 10.  Picture of buson. 

 

 
Figure 11.  Picture of komusin. 

 

Modern Hanbok 

 As Korean society changed into a modernized, westernized society, one of the 

most noticeable and apparent differences is the way Koreans dressed.  Just until the 1880s, 

every Korean was wearing the traditional hanbok, and it was exceptionally rare to see 

anyone in westernized dresses.  Under Japan‟s colonization between the years, 1880-1910, 

western culture which influenced Japan, started penetrating into Korea.  Ever since then, 

Koreans have slowly over one century changed into a westernized society especially after 

the industry boom in the 1970s.  Now, the traditional Korean hanbok is used only for 

special occasions like on Korean holidays or formal gatherings like weddings and formal 

gatherings.  Although hanbok is not used for daily wear, Koreans have realized the need 

for transforming some of the design components of the dress for the sake of comfort 

(such as tying bows and walking around in the dress). The transition from traditional to 

non-traditional hanbok has changed the aesthetic preferences of the dress, but has not 

hindered its symbol of nationalist identity (Niessen et al, p. 120).  The “new” hanbok‟s 

major selling points are its comfort and convenience, but it still has the “capacity for 

reawakening Korea‟s national pride” (see figure 12).  
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Figure 12.  Example of modern hanbok.

4
 

 

Fusion Hanbok  

 While the modern hanbok serves as an alternative dress to the traditional dress for 

comfort, fusion hanbok serves as a dress of expression for Korean fashion designers on 

the runways, often representing the fusion of the new and old Korea (see figure 13).  

Many celebrities from award-winning events to important public occasions can be seen 

wearing these dresses, altering the hanbok to fit the style and function of the latest 

fashion much similar to modern western clothing; the fusion hanbok would not be worn 

on holidays and special occasions.  

 
Figure 13.  Example of fusion hanbok.

5
 

 

                                            
4
 Modern hanbok. (2006). Retrieved March 30, 2009, from http://jyhwang.blogspot.com/2006_11_0 

1_archive.html  

Copyright Free. 
5
 Fushion hanbok. (2008). Retrieved March 30, 2009 from http://imagesearch.naver.com/detail/frame_t 

op_080722.html  

Copyright Free 
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CHAPTER III 
 

METHODOLOGY  

 

The purpose of this study was to determine if there were differences in the way 

designers design because of their cultural background, due to many different 

environmental factors.  A cross-national study was conducted of Taiwanese, Korean and 

American undergraduate apparel design students. 

 

Research Question 

 

Does the cultural background of a designer influence his or her design of an apparel 

product?  

 

 In order to determine the designer‟s cultural influence on their designs, the 

researcher asked the designers to develop a culturally inspired garment.  The Korean 

hanbok was used as the cultural inspiration.  This traditional national dress was selected 

because it was assumed that only the Korean designers would be fully familiar with its 

design elements. 

 In order to determine if the PowerPoint™ presentation and assignment were easily 

understood and appropriate for determining the cultural differences between designers, a 

pretest was conducted with apparel design students who were enrolled in a fashion 

illustration course at Oregon State University.  These students were beginning their 

apparel design coursework and were not part of the final group of participants, but had 

the basic skills necessary to complete the assignment.  The results of the pretest will be 

discussed later. 

 

Participants 

 Since this study focused on determining the design differences of designers from 

different cultural backgrounds, apparel design students from three different countries 

(United States, South Korea and Taiwan) were recruited.  Undergraduate advanced level 

apparel design students over the age of 18 in the respective countries were asked to 
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participate in the study.  These advanced level apparel design students have all taken the 

basic illustration and flat pattern course before entering into this advanced level design 

class.  The three different universities used in the study were Oregon State University 

(with 16 students), Mokpo University (with 20 students) and Fu Jen Catholic University 

(with 28 students).   The design professors from each university facilitated the lecture and 

assignment that were prepared by the researcher.  

Data Collection 

 In the design studio of the three universities during their class time, each of the 

three groups was given a consent form  before the PowerPoint™ slides started (See 

Appendix A).  They were given the power point presentation and had a script read to 

them, which explained the traditional design and use of the Korean hanbok as well as a 

brief description on Korean female celebrities (See Appendix B). After the lecture, the 

students were asked to illustrate a hanbok influenced dress that can be worn by a Korean 

female celebrity who might wear it to show her interest in the hanbok.  I particularly used 

hanbok as the tool of cultural inspiration for the students in the study because I wanted to 

make a comparison of the three different levels of cultural knowledge that exist among 

these three groups: Koreans who already have a deep knowledge of their traditional dress, 

Taiwanese students who have some knowledge of the Korean traditional dress because of 

the popularity of Korean soap operas with actors and actresses shown in the hanbok, and 

U.S. students who have barely any or no exposure of the hanbok, since it is not globally 

and prevalently seen like the Japanese kimono.  

The power point lecture and assignment was prepared in three languages by 

translating verbatim from the original American English text into Korean and Mandarin. 

The Korean was translated by a Master‟s student at OSU in Wood Science Engineering, 

who was fluent in Korean and English, and the Mandarin, by a Ph.D student at OSU in 

Design and Human Environment who is fluent in Mandarin and English.  The translations 

were then back-translated by another party of translators in order for the validity of the 

translation accuracy.  The back-translator for Korean was an undergraduate student at 

OSU in Construction Engineering from South Korea, and for Mandarin, a Master‟s 

student at OSU in Design and Human Environment from Taiwan.  The translators were 
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chosen based on availability; the different majors did not affect the translation of the 

lecture because the researcher was able to facilitate and double check the translations 

with the translators after the back-translation. Back translating the translations strengthen 

the validity of the contents provided for the students in each of the countries.   

At the end of the lecture, the assignment was given which states the illustration 

and inspiration statement requirements in a series of bullet points for the garment.  The 

students were given two hours to complete the drawings.  Two hours were given because 

according to the pilot testing, it was enough time for the students to create an illustration 

front and back with bullet point descriptions; also, because this study does not want 

further knowledge of research done by the students on the hanbok to interfere with the 

result of the study, the students were not allowed more time after class.  This way, 

students can instinctively think of a design based on what they have just seen and heard, 

without giving a great thought and consideration into the source of their illustrations.  

Ultimately, the goal of this study was to observe the differences in the way the students 

design, which will not change based on how much source they have gathered about the 

hanbok.  No evaluations or penalties were given for participating in the study. 

 

Illustration requirements 

 In order to clearly understand the designs illustrated by the students, they were 

asked to provide colored illustrations of both front and back of the garment(s) on an A3 

sized paper (11X17in).  The papers were provided for each of the design professors so 

that every student was illustrating from the same type and size of paper.  The illustration 

media which the students used was not specified, only that the completed drawings are to 

be colored on one page, front and back.  

 

Inspiration statements 

 The students will be asked to write in a series of 5-10 bullet points on what design 

elements of the hanbok were used from the lecture as their inspiration for their designs. 

 

Target consumer 
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 To provide the largest variation in design concepts, the students were told to 

design a garment which a Korean celebrity might wear to show their interest in the 

hanbok.  The type of garment could be any outfit of any price range.  The purpose of the 

design was to show the use of the hanbok as inspiration.  The researcher chose the 

Korean female celebrities in particular, because they have the means both economically 

and socially to been seen in important public events and award shows wearing hanbok 

inspired dresses to fit the style and function of the latest fashion, similar to that of modern 

Western dresses.   These stars are also the fashion muses who can represent their heritage 

while still looking modern and stylish, thus it is appropriate to use them as the target 

market for this illustration assignment.  Since the U.S. and Taiwanese students were not 

aware of whom this Korean female celebrity was, a paragraph description was used to 

provide knowledge of this target market.  As proved in the pretest, the description was 

clear to the students so that there was no confusion of who they were.   

 Upon completion of the assignment, the illustrations were collected by each 

instructor from the students and were sent back to the researcher through air mail for 

documents from Taiwan and South Korea, and in person from Corvallis, Oregon. 

Feedback 

 Once the results were determined, findings were reported back to each of the 

instructors via email to be shared with each of the classes. 

Data Interpretation    

Content analysis 

Content analysis is a “technique developed in the social sciences for converting 

verbal and nonverbal communications into quantitative data” (Paoletti, 1982, p.14) or as 

Neuman defines it “a technique for examining the content or information and symbols, 

contained in written documents or other communication medium” (Neuman, 2006, p.44).   

In this study, the collected illustrations were evaluated by the researcher through 

content analysis of the silhouette and proportion such as the waist length, neckline, sleeve, 

skirt length, skirt fullness of the illustrated garments from each of the countries.  This was 

conducted by the researcher‟s observation of the explicit qualities seen on the dress with 

guidance from the bullet- pointed design inspiration statements.  A second content 
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analysis was conducted on the design elements of the hanbok shown in the design 

element slides during the lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, barae, geumbak and 

colors, which are the different parts that make up the hanbok.   

Illustrations from each of the cultural group were analyzed to determine the 

common characteristics used within the group, such as similar waist length, neckline, 

sleeve, skirt length, skirt fullness as well as the design elements like dongjeong, goreum, 

baerae, geumbak and colors.  Content analysis was an appropriate approach for this study 

in order to attain quantitative data of what design elements varied from designers of 

different countries.   

Pilot Test 

Pilot test was conducted before the actual study in order to improve the quality 

and accuracy of the research procedure.  The study was conducted only in the United 

States.  Sixteen undergraduate students (14 females and 2 males) in DHE 321, a fashion 

illustration class in Oregon State University were invited to participate in the study.  In 

the design studio at the beginning of class, the students were given a consent form before 

the Power Point slide started (See Attachment A).  When asked, the students did not raise 

any problems with the consent form, nor were they confused about any of the contents.    

They were given a Power Point presentation in American English and had a 

script read to them, which explains the traditional design and use of the Korean hanbok as 

well as a brief description on Korean female celebrities (See Attachment B).  After the 

lecture, the students were asked to illustrate a hanbok influenced dress that can be worn 

by a Korean female celebrity who might wear it to show her interest in the hanbok.  The 

students agreed that enough pictures of the hanbok were shown for them to get a good 

idea of the variety of the dress and also how the hanbok was worn.  In the slide with the 

design elements of the hanbok, one element (geumbak) was too small for the students to 

see on the slide, so a bigger picture of that specific element was modified for the actual 

study.  They were also clear about the target market (who the Korean celebrities were) 

after the description from the lecture.  The students also wanted to look back on the 

design elements of the hanbok, thus a copy of the assignment was needed for them since 
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the slide with the design elements of the hanbok needed to be on the slide.   Lastly, two 

hours, including looking over the consent forms, the lecture presentation and the 

assignment was sufficient enough for the study.    

After the assignment was finished, the data were collected for evaluation and 

coding. The size of the paper was sufficient for the task given to illustrate front and back 

and also to write bullet points of the design elements of the hanbok used as inspiration in 

the design of the dresses.  Ten to fifteen bullet points of description were assigned, but 

students were having trouble coming up with all fifteen, or even ten.  For the final study, 

five to ten bullet points were given enough for them to fully express their ideas.    

From considering the interpretation of the data at different angles, it was decided 

that the collected illustrations would be evaluated by the researcher through content 

analysis of the silhouette and proportion of the illustrated garments from each of the 

countries.  This was conducted by the researcher‟s observation of the explicit qualities 

seen on the dress with guidance from the bullet- pointed design inspiration statements.  A 

second content analysis was conducted on the design elements of the hanbok shown in 

the design element slides during the lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, barae, 

geumbak and colors, which are the different parts that make up the hanbok.   

Validity 

Validity “refers to how well an idea fits with the actual reality” (Neuman, 2006, 

p.188).  For measurement validity, it was important to basically measure what the 

designer intended to illustrate.  While looking at the illustrations alone was not evident 

enough to point out some design elements of the hanbok that the students used, their 

inspiration statement in the bullet points served as a confirmation to interpreting the 

illustrations. Thus, the bullet points were important in strengthening the measurement 

validity.   

Reliability 

Reliability means dependability or consistency.  Measurement reliability means 

that the numerical results produced by an indicator do not vary because of characteristics 
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of the measurement process or measurement instrument itself” (Neuman, 2006, p.189).  It 

is looking at how accurate the coding is; it is measured by observing the consistency with 

which the same methods of data „collection‟ produce the same results (Mason, 1996).  In 

intercoder reliability, if one researcher was evaluating the characteristics of the dresses 

observed in the illustrations, another researcher looking at the same illustrations should 

come up with the same results in the characteristics of the dresses observed.  There 

should at least be an 80% reliability factor.  A reliability test was conducted by two 

coders, the researcher, Sarah Song and the major professor, Dr. Mullet, individually going 

over the illustrations for the pilot test.  Both evaluated the same characteristics of the 

dresses in the illustrations.  Even though some characteristics were used in different terms, 

the latent coding was not affected.  Thus, these manifest coding differences were not 

counted as varying characteristics.  After the results were compared, there was a 95.15% 

reliability based on the total frequency of characteristics we had in common divided by 

total number of characteristics that were identified in the illustration. 

While this was a good percent in reliability, some terms in description needed to 

be altered.  For example, the original coder used the word “full” for the fullness of the 

dress, while the second coder found the same dresses to be “flared.”  Although both of us 

meant to describe the same characteristics (just in different words), for the sake of 

consistency, the word “full” was decided to be used.  Also, a section evaluating closure 

needed to be taken out since it did not apply to any of the illustrations.  All other 

descriptions were straightforward.  There was another case with the words sleeveless and 

straps.  Although, we meant the same characteristics, it was decided that „sleeveless” will 

be used since the main goal of describing the sleeve was to see if the students used the 

sleeves or not. 
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CHAPTER IV  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine differences in the way designers 

design because of their cultural background, due to many different environmental factors.  

A cross-national study was conducted of Taiwanese, Korean and American undergraduate 

college students to examine differences in the way they designed.    

 

Participants 

Undergraduate advanced level apparel design students over the age of 18 from 

each of the three different universities, including Oregon State University, Mokpo 

University and Fu Jen Catholic University in respective countries were asked to 

participate in the study.   There were 16 U.S. students who were U.S. citizens including 2 

males and 14 females.  There were 28 students from Fu Jen Catholic University.  

However an accurate number by gender is unknown because the facilitator used students 

from only one of the two classes; the only available information is the ratio between 

males and females were 1:12.  Of these students, 26 were from Taiwan and 2 were from 

Hong Kong.  Lastly, 20 Korean students from Mokpo University included all females.  

The design professors from each university facilitated the lecture and assignment that 

were prepared by the researchers in each of their languages.  In all three cases, the 

prevalently dominating gender was female.  The sample of this study was gathered from 

16 illustrations of the U.S. students, 20 from the Korean students and 28 from the 

Taiwanese students.    

 

Results 

The collected illustrations were evaluated by the researcher through two set of 

content analyses.  The first set consisted of the silhouette and proportion.  Design features, 

such as the number of pieces, waist length, neckline, sleeve length, bottom length and 

bottom silhouette of the illustrated garments were tabulated for each of the countries.  

This was done by the researcher‟s observation of the explicit qualities seen on the dress 

with guidance from the bullet- pointed design inspiration statements.  A second content 
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analysis was done on the design elements of the hanbok shown in the design element 

slides during the lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, barae, geumbak and colors, 

which are the different parts that make up the hanbok.  Because the color choices by each 

of the three groups were unique by observation of the illustrations alone, it was analyzed 

separately.  All of the elements in both sets of content analysis were mutually exclusive.  

 Because the number of illustrations were different for all of the three groups, it 

was necessary to convert each of the design feature counts into proportions which was the 

frequency of elements divided by the sample size of each of the groups.  For example, 

since 10 US students used high- waist silhouette for the illustration, 10 would be divided 

by 16 (the number of samples collected), which would equal .625 or 62.5% of US 

students who used high-waist for their illustration.  All of the proportions were then 

analyzed in form of bar graphs.     
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In figure 14, the proportion and silhouette in the illustrations of the students from all three 

countries are presented together for an overview comparison. 
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Figure 14.  Distribution of proportion and silhouette in the illustrations of the US, Korean 

and Taiwanese students. 

Number of Pieces 

In figure 15, the number of pieces used for each outfit was measured from the 

illustration. Majority of the students used one piece, while some used two pieces; rarely 

did anyone use three pieces.  Korean and Taiwanese students used more of the multiple 

pieces than the US students did.  However, there was no significant difference in how 

many pieces were used.  

 

Figure 15.  Distribution of number of pieces used in each garment of the illustrations of 

the US, Korean and Taiwanese students. 

Waist length 

In figure 16, waist length was observed in order to primarily see if the students 

used the hanbok‟s silhouette as their inspiration.  The US and Taiwanese students used 

the high-waist garments the most but the Korean students used the mid-waist length the 

most.  This drastic difference observed on the graph could have been because the Korean 

students knew more ways in which hanbok could have been changed or used as an 

inspiration than the US and Taiwanese students.  Another interesting observation when 

reading some of the bullet points of the US students were that they were calling this 

silhouette an empire waist or even the baby doll dress.  One possibility of explanation for 

the US students using this particular waistline is because this silhouette in dresses is 
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currently very popular among young target markets.  In all cases, the observable 

difference of the Korea students using mid-waist is one of the evidences that different 

preferences among different cultural groups exist.  

 

Figure 16.  Distribution of waist length in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students.      

Neckline 

Figure 17 shows a neckline comparison of the three groups.  Neckline was 

divided into three categories: v-neck, asymmetric and others.  All other neckline besides 

v-neck and asymmetric was put in one category to see if the v-neck from the hanbok was 

used as an inspiration.  And, as suspected, v-neck was the most used neckline by all three 

of the groups.  Whether the students used it because of the neckline in hanbok, or because 

it is a popular neckline is uncertain.  Asymmetric became a category of its own because it 

was observed very frequently in the Korean and Taiwanese students while conducting 

content analysis (see figure 18 and 19).  The reason for observing the asymmetric 

neckline only in these two groups, not the US, is unclear, but one speculation may be that 

asymmetry is also a style which is becoming popularized in current fashion in Asia. 
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Figure 17.  Distribution of neckline in the illustrations of the US, Korean and Taiwanese 

students. 

 

          

Figure 18 (left).  Example of asymmetric neckline illustrated by a Korean student. 

Figure 19 (right).  Example of asymmetric neckline illustrated by a Taiwanese                                                 

student. 

Sleeves 

Majority of the three groups, especially the US and Korean students had 

sleeveless garments.  However, some interesting observations were the Taiwanese 

students using the ¾ sleeves (28.57%) almost as much as the sleeveless (32.14%) while 

the Korean students barely used this sleeve length (5%) and the US students did not use it 

at all (0%) (see figure 20).  There is an observable difference in this use of ¾ sleeves by 
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the Taiwanese students.  One inference may be that there may be a preference in the 

Taiwanese students to prefer ¾ sleeve lengths for formal occasions or it can also be that 

while their given target market was a Korean female celebrity, they may be have thought 

of their own cultural celebrity and what she might wear to her formal occasion.  Also, the 

Korean students used long sleeves (30%) half as much as the sleeveless (55%).  However, 

most of the long sleeves were a second piece or layer made out of a sheer material like 

the hanbok.  This may be because of what the Korean students have observed in the way 

Korean designers have manipulated or used the hanbok as a design inspiration.  In all 

cases, some distinct preferences were observed in the sleeves. 

 

Figure 20.  Distribution of sleeve length in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students.  

Bottom/Hem Length 

Figure 21 shows how the bottom length is distributed in the illustrations of the 

three groups.  The majority of the US and Taiwanese students designed (skirt) lengths 

that were above the knee while the Korean students designed more full (skirt) length.  

The Korean students may have been using the full length of the hanbok as part of their 

inspiration or this (skirt) length may be their idea of what celebrities wear to a formal 

events.  Other observations were that the Taiwanese students had more variety in other 

(skirt) lengths compared to the US students, who did not have any full lengths.  This may 
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imply that US students think American celebrities or they themselves are more 

comfortable seen in public in shorter length outfits.  

 

Figure 21.  Distribution of bottom length in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students. 

Bottom Silhouette 

It was clear that the majority of the students in all three group used full gathered 

silhouettes (see figure 22).  19 out of 20 or 95% of Korean students used this gathered 

silhouette, while 5% of US students used other silhouettes such as straight and a-line 

besides the full gathered style.  Taiwanese students had more variety in silhouette choices 

with 5 (17.86%) straight, 6 (21.43%) a-line, 13 (46.43%) full gathered, 2 (7.14%) bell 

shape and 2 (7.14%) bubble, with the last two that were used only by this group.  It is 

clear that the full gathered silhouette of the hanbok was used, but the reason behind 

Taiwanese students having a variety of bottom silhouette is unclear.  Generally, the 

proportion and silhouettes of the hanbok were in many cases used as an inspiration.  
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Figure 22.  Distribution of bottom silhouette in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students.  

A second content analysis was conducted on the design elements of the hanbok 

shown in the design element slides during the lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, 

baerae, geumbak and colors, which are the different parts that make up the hanbok (figure 

23).   
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Figure 23.  Distribution of hanbok design elements in the illustrations of the US, Korean 

and Taiwanese students. 

 

Dongjeong (White v-neck collar) 

All three groups used the dongjeong fairly equally (See figure 24).  Although it is 

not obvious by just observing the graph, the students used the shape of the dongjeong 

more than its white color as the design inspiration.   

 

 
Figure 24.  Distribution of dongjeong use in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students. 

Goreum (string used to tie the chogore) 

The goreum was one of the most frequently used design elements from all three 

groups, especially by the US and Taiwanese students (see figure 25).  Other distinct 

observations were that of those students who used the goreum, 9 out of the 11 (81.82%) 

US students used the goreum as a full bow while 10 out of 25 (40%) students used the 

goreum as a full bow and 2 of the 10 (20%) Korean students used the goreum as a full 

bow.  While the goreum is tied like a half of a bow (see figure 26), there is no place in the 

lecture slides of the presentation where the hanbok was shown with a full bow.  Thus, the 

US students may have interpreted the bow in their design because of their familiarity of 

how strings are tied (see figure 27).  
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Figure 25.  Distribution of goreum use in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students. 

 

 
Figure 26 (left).  An example of the typical half bow- tie by Korean students. 

Figure 27 (right).  An example of the typical full bow-tie by American students. 

 

Barae (Sleeves) 

Barae was used the least as a design inspiration by all three groups (See figure 

28).  This may be because majority of the students chose sleeveless garments and also 

because most of those students who had sleeves in their design did not use the shape of 

the sleeves.  It seems that the sleeves may not have appealed to a Korean celebrity out in 

a formal occasion.  Perhaps other categories of clothing with a different target market 
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could have made a difference in the barae being used. 

 

Figure 28.  Distribution of barae use in the illustrations of the US, Korean and Taiwanese 

students. 

Geumbak (gold prints)  

 

Geumbak was used mainly by the US students, while less than half (46.43%) of 

the Taiwanese students used this gold pattern and only 3 of the 20 (15%) Korean students 

used geumbak (see figure 29).  Many of the US students used the color gold as their 

inspiration from the geumbak rather than the pattern itself (see figure 30).  This may be 

because gold is a fashionable color that is currently used in the US market.  The reason 

only 3 of the 20 (15%) Korean students used geumbak may be that Korean students used 

embroideries which are also used in the hanbok that was not mentioned in the lecture (see 

figure 31 and 32).  Half of the students (10 out of 20) used these different traditional 

embroidered patterns because they knew that these elements are used in the traditional 

hanbok as well.  This observation points out that Koreans have an ingrained 

understanding of the different elements and aspects of the hanbok dress that cannot be 

explained through one or few presentations. 
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Figure 29.  Distribution of geumbak use in the illustrations of the US, Korean and 

Taiwanese students. 

 

 
Figure 30.  Example of geumbak used as an inspiration by a US student. 

 

 

     
Figure 31 & 32 (left and right).  Examples of embroideries used in hanbok by Korean 

students. 

 

Overview 

Overall the goreum (string) was the design element most frequently used by the 
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students while the barae (sleeves) were not.    

 

Colors 

The colors of the hanbok mentioned in the lecture were red, yellow, indigo, white 

and black.  The illustrations were evaluated to see how many students used colors that 

were inspired by the hanbok and also to see if there was a color discrepancy among the 

groups.    

Figure 33 provides the distribution of how the colors were used in the 

illustrations of the US, Korean and Taiwanese students.  The colors most frequently used 

were red and black by the US students, indigo and grey by the Korean students and red, 

yellow and indigo by the Taiwanese students.  Comparatively, red was the color used 

most frequently by the US and Taiwanese students.  Korean students rarely used the color 

red (10%).  This difference may be because of a clash in idea; while the two groups may 

think the Koreans use the color red often in their designs, Koreans do not.  Yellow was 

another color that was frequently used by the Taiwanese group, while it was rarely used 

by the US and Korean students.  The Taiwanese students may prefer the color yellow in 

their own designs compared to the other two groups.  Indigo and white were the colors 

that were used similarly in proportion by all three groups.   

 

  
Figure 33.  Distribution of color use in the illustrations of the US, Korean and Taiwanese 

students. 
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Also, although the colors grey and green were not part of the traditional colors of 

hanbok in the lecture, I made a separate column for these two colors because I observed a 

high repetition in the use of these colors among the Korean and Taiwanese students.  This 

may be because these two groups have a prior knowledge about the use of these colors on 

the hanbok.  Grey was as high as indigo for the Korean students.  Although grey is not 

used much in women‟s traditional hanbok, it is a popular color that is being used in the 

modern hanbok and the hanbok-inspired dresses in Korea.  Although green is not one of 

Korea‟s traditional colors, it is used in Korean traditional hanbok many times.  However, 

the students have altered its original color into a light green which is also seen often in 

the modern hanbok and the hanbok-inspired dresses in Korea.  Light green was used 

more frequently by the Taiwanese students than the Koreans.  The use of these two colors 

by the Taiwanese students which cannot be observed among the garments from the US 

students may imply that Taiwanese students are exposed to other colors of the hanbok 

through the Korean dramas or it may simply be a preference issue in color.    

 

Outliers 

 There were also outliers which I observed in the illustrations.  There were two or 

three in the group that were outstandingly different in their design styles and elements 

used from the rest of the group (see figure 34, 35, and 36).  I may account this to extreme 

individuality of preference. 

 
Figure 34.  Example of outlier in illustration among the Korean students. 
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Figure 35.  Example of outlier in illustration among the US students. 

 

 
Figure 36.  Example of outlier in illustration among the Taiwanese students. 

 

Hair 

 I also counted whether the designer used black hair to see if the designers were 

thinking about the nationality of the target market in mind.  Although Korean people‟s 

natural hair color is black, their hair may be dyed, so it is not possible to determine 

whether the students were using other colored hair because they had another nationality 

in mind.  However, it was still interesting to note that all 20 (100%) Korean students had 

black hair and some even went further to match the traditional Korean hair styles to the 

dress (see figure 37).  However, only 9 out of 16 (56.25%) US students and 19 out of 28 

(67.86%) Taiwanese students used black hair.  These distinct results may show that 

Koreans subconsciously or consciously had a more definitive idea of who their target 

market was.  
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Figure 37. Example of traditional Korean hair style. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

 In this chapter, I will provide a summary of the study and a discussion of the 

results, conclusions, implications and recommendations for further study. 

 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to determine differences in the way designers 

design because of their cultural background, due to many different environmental factors.  

A cross-national study was conducted of Taiwanese, Korean and American undergraduate 

college students to examine if there is a difference in the way they design.  These three 

groups were asked to illustrate a garment based on the PowerPoint™ presentation of the 

Korean hanbok and a given target market (Korean celebrities) presented before the 

assignment.  

The collected illustrations were evaluated by the researcher through content 

analysis of the silhouette and proportion such as the number of pieces, waist length, 

neckline, sleeve length, bottom length and bottom silhouette of the illustrated garments 

from each of the countries.  This was done by the researcher‟s observation of the explicit 

qualities seen on the dress with guidance from the bullet- pointed design inspiration 

statements.  A second content analysis was done on the design elements of the hanbok 

shown in the design element slides during the lecture, including the dongjeong, goreum, 

barae, geumbak and colors, which are the different parts that make up the hanbok.  

Because the color choices by each of the three groups were unique by observation of the 

illustrations alone, it was analyzed separately.  

By categorizing and counting the frequency of these garment styles and hanbok 

elements used, I was able to establish some patterns of what was repeatedly used by each 

group.  I was also able to compare these patterns with other groups as well.   

Conclusions 

 There were some elements that were similar among the three groups, but there 

were also distinct elements that were noticeably different as well.  In the comparison of 

proportion and silhouette of the garments, there were some distinct observations to be 
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made.  Whereas the number of pieces used in the garments was similar among the three 

groups, other factors such as the waistline, neckline, sleeve length, bottom length and 

bottom silhouette varied among the three groups.  Whereas the US and Taiwanese 

students had high-waist garments, the Koreans had more mid-waist styles. V-neck was 

popularly used by all three groups, but Korean and Taiwanese students noticeably used 

many asymmetric necklines, whereas the US students did not use one asymmetric 

neckline.  All three groups preferred no sleeves in the garment, but the Taiwanese 

students used a noticeable amount of ¾ sleeves and Korean students, long sleeves.  

Majority of the US and Taiwanese students had garments above the knee, while Korean 

students had more full lengths.  Whereas the majority of the Taiwanese students had 

garments above the knee, they also used a variety of all bottom lengths.  Lastly, the full- 

gathered bottom was used the most by all three groups, while the Taiwanese students had 

more variety in use of the different silhouettes.  

 There were also similarities and differences among the use of hanbok design 

elements.  All three groups used the dongjeong (white v-neck collar) fairly equally.  

Although it is not obvious by just observing the graph, the students used the shape of the 

dongjeong more than its white color as the design inspiration.  The goreum (string used to 

tie the chogore) was one of the most frequently used design elements from all three 

groups, especially by the US and Taiwanese students.  One distinct observation was the 

use of the goreum as a full bow by the US and Taiwanese students even though the 

goreum is tied as half of a bow.  Barae (Sleeves) was used the least as a design inspiration 

by all three groups.  Geumbak (gold prints) was used mainly by the US students, whereas 

less than half (13 out of 28) of the Taiwanese students used this gold pattern and only 3 of 

the 20 Korean students used geumbak.  Many of the US students used the color gold as 

their inspiration from the geumbak rather than the pattern itself.  Whereas very few 

Korean students used geumbak in their designs, they used embroideries instead which are 

also used in the hanbok that was not mentioned in the lecture.  Overall the goreum (string) 

was the design element most frequently used by the students while the barae (sleeves) 

were not.    

The colors most frequently used were red and black by the US students, indigo 

and grey by the Korean students and red, yellow and indigo by the Taiwanese students.  
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Comparatively, red was the color used most frequently by the US and Taiwanese students.  

Korean students rarely used the color red (2 out of 20).  Yellow was another color that 

was frequently used by the Taiwanese group, while it was rarely used by the US and 

Korean students.  Indigo and white were the colors that were used similarly in proportion 

by all three groups.  Also, although the colors grey and green were not part of the 

traditional colors of hanbok in the lecture, there was a high repetition in the use of these 

colors among the Korean and Taiwanese students.    

 From analyzing the design styles and elements of these three groups, it is clear 

that there is an inevitable difference in the way designers design based on the country 

they attend school.  Although it was not possible to draw conclusions on the reasons 

behind these differences, these distinctions are evident in the illustrations of the three 

groups of different cultural backgrounds.  The 98% of the participants in the study were 

citizens of the country in which they attended school, thus the results of the study can be 

attributed to their cultural backgrounds.  Even though the research seems to support that 

culture is a big component in the differences observed in the designs, the researcher does 

not underestimate the influence of other factors besides culture that could have affected 

their designs.   

As a designer, it is important to know who the target market is and know the 

exact qualities preferred by this group, not what the designer thinks this group wants or 

needs.  From this study it is more apparent that the cultural background of the designer 

plays a crucial role in designing for products of that particular culture.  It would be 

preferable for companies marketing and launching abroad to use designers of that 

particular culture.  There appears to be an ingrained set of mind and history behind the 

designer of a certain culture that affect preference for design characteristics. 

 My findings support the previous works such as the concept of cultural 

authentication, the FEA Consumer Needs Model, the Cross Cultural Product Design 

Model or concepts on cross-cultural aesthetic preferences in the idea that different 

preferences and perceptions of dresses across culture exist.  Using these literatures as a 

basis, I was also able to explore and find through this study, if the differences also exist 

among the designs of designers across cultures.  As proposed in my Designer/Consumer 

Cultural Perspective Model, a designer actively designs with the tangible and behavioral 
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elements in mind.  My study showed that a designer‟s culture influences these elements.  

It is believed that a consumer‟s culture influences the intangible level, and when a 

consumer finds a product which has the tangible, behavioral and intangible qualities that 

they desire, then, it becomes the preferred product of the consumer. 

 

Implications for Further Study 

If given more time and funding for this study, it would be helpful to observe 

more universities to observe more students in these three countries.  This way, 

consistency in the patterns of the three countries could be observed.  Also, for further 

studies, it would have been interesting to observe other countries besides the three used in 

this study in order to determine if the differences or even similarities existed in those 

other countries.  This would further support and strengthen my findings.  

Further studies can include observing if the consumer‟s preferences for products 

are affected by the background of the designers.  In other words, would consumers in the 

US prefer the designs made by US designers or designers from other countries such as 

South Korea and Taiwan?  This further study can confirm if domestic designers are truly 

needed to design for a specific country.  It may also determine foreign consumer‟s 

preference of the designs of other countries versus the designs of their own country.     

Also, from observing the differences in the design styles and elements used, it 

would be interesting to further investigate the reason behind these groups using certain 

styles or elements which were not used by the other groups.  

 

Limitations 

Although the study made all the attempts to make the same study in all three 

countries, there may be few factors that may have influenced the illustrations of the 

students including the facilitator, the presentation lecture and the translations.  The 

facilitator‟s personality and character might be a factor that made some difference in their 

initial design ideas, but it is highly doubtful that their way of illustrating can change 

because of the facilitator.  Also, the pace and the attitude that the instructor read the slides 

can affect the study. Although the facilitator has the written script read to the class, they 

could have read it too quickly or slowly for the students to pay careful attention to the 
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history and details of the hanbok, or their attitude towards the presentation and the class 

could have also affected these components.  It would have been best for the original 

researcher to facilitate all three researches, but due to the limit of time and funding, this 

was not possible for this test.     

Although the pretest determined that the pictures of the hanbok and celebrities 

were adequate and enough for them to understand what they were, it could have still 

affected the designs of the students.  The pictures shown on the slides may have been the 

only representation for the hanbok or the Korean celebrities wearing the fusion hanbok, 

which the students have seen.  If they had more pictorial examples of the hanbok or the 

Korean celebrities wearing the fusion hanbok, their design ideas may have been different.  

The translations was back-translated in order to establish validity in the content 

of the translated materials; however, it would have been strengthened the validity even 

more to back-translate several more times if given the time.  Also, although good 

communication between the researcher and the translators limited the possibility for 

content errors, some words in English may not exist or be the same exact definition of the 

other two languages.  

The overall result and conclusion of this study may be affected by limitation in 

funding and time.  Because design classes usually do not have over 30 students at a time, 

the availability in the quantity of the samples was limited.  The study could have 

established more validity of the results if more students from other universities within the 

three countries were observed.  This way, consistency in the patterns of the three 

countries could have been observed.  Also, if other countries could have been observed 

by the same process, it would have been interesting to see if the differences also existed 

in those other countries.  This would have also supported and strengthened my findings.  
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APPENDIX A  CODEBOOK 

 

Two separate content analyses of the illustrations were conducted on for each of 

the three countries: silhouette/ proportion and design elements. In this study, the collected 

illustrations were then evaluated by the researcher through two separate content analyses: 

silhouette/ proportion and design elements.  In silhouette and proportion, the waist length, 

neckline, sleeve, skirt length, skirt fullness of the illustrated garments from each of the 

countries were evaluated and counted.  A second content analysis was done on the design 

elements of the hanbok shown in the design element slides during the lecture, including 

the dongjeong, goreum, baerae, geumbak and colors, which are the different components 

that make up the hanbok.    

 

Illustration Selection 

To ensure that the illustrations collected from the students were unanimous for all three 

groups for review, only select those that meet the following criteria: 

1. Works of those students who came into class on time to hear all of the   

contents and directions provided before the illustration assignment 

2. Illustrations of those students who have followed directions provided. 

3. Illustrations of female dresses only. 

 

Design Details 

Criteria for the silhouette and proportion of the dresses were borrowed from 

reference Fashion Terms and styles for Women’s Garments
6
hereafter referred to as 

“Terms & Styles.”  Criteria for the design elements of the dresses were borrowed from 

Korean Traditional Dress as an Expression of Heritage
7
 (Geum & Delong, 1992) 

hereafter referred to as “Korean Dress.” 

 

                                            
6
 Oregon State University Extension Service. (1993). Fashion terms and styles for womenService.nts.      

Corvallis, OR: Agricultural Communications. 

7
 Geum, K.S. and DeLong, M.R. (1992). Korean traditional dress as an expression of heritage. Dress, 19, 

57- 68. 
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Data Collection Criteria 

 

Content Analysis of Silhouette and Proportion: 

 
 

Number of pieces: 1 piece, 2 pieces, 3 pieces   

Waist length: no waist, low waist, mid waist, high waist; refer to Terms & Styles p. 26, 

27.   

Neckline: v-neck, asymmetric, other; refer to Terms & Styles p. 4, 5.   

Sleeve: no sleeve, short sleeve, ¾ sleeve, long sleeve; refer to Terms & Styles p. 13.   

Skirt length: above knee, knee, below knee, full length; refer to Terms & Styles p. 36.   

Skirt fullness: straight a-line, full gathered, bell shape, bubble; refer to Terms & Styles p. 

37.   

 

Content Analysis of Design Elements of the Hanbok: 

 

 
 

Dongjeong: Used in the illustration? yes, no; refer to Korean Dress p. 59. 

Goreum: Used in the illustration? yes, no; refer to Korean Dress p. 59. 

Baerae: Used in the illustration? yes, no; refer to Korean Dress p. 59. 

Geumbak: Used in the illustration? yes, no; gold embroidery on hanbok. 

Colors: red, yellow, indigo, white, black, grey, green. 
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APPENDIX B  APPROVAL OF HUMAN SUBJECT REVIEW 
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APPENDIX C  CONSENT FORM IN ENGLISH 
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APPENDIX D  CONSENT FORM IN KOREAN 
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APPENDIX E  CONSENT FORM IN MANDARIN 
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APPENDIX F  POWERPOINT™ PRESENTATION IN ENGLISH 
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APPENDIX G  POWERPOINT™ PRESENTATION IN KOREAN 
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APPENDIX H  POWERPOINT™ PRESENTATION IN MADARIN 
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